 For early birds

Cyclos 4 PRO prices
Classification

Number of users

Turnover

Initial fee

Yearly fee

Free *

0 < users < 300

< € 100 000

€0

€0

Social license **

0 < users < 20 000

< € 200 000

€1

€0

Small (S)

300 < users < 2 000

< € 300 000

€ 500

€ 1 000

Medium (M) ***

2 000 < users <5 000

< € 1 million

€ 3 000

€ 3 000

Large (L) ***

5 000 < users < 1 million

< € 60 million

Prices to be negotiated

X Large (XL) ***

> 1 million users

> € 60 million

Prices to be negotiated

The number of users and the turnover should both be within the limits of a classification. In the case that these fall in two
different classifications, the larger license should be purchased. The Cyclos 4 PRO license will only be activated when both
the initial fee and the first yearly fee have been paid upfront. It is also possible to buy a license for the use of Cyclos 4 PRO
through a one time purchase, the price of this license is 5 times the yearly fee, plus the initial fee. Cyclos 4 PRO contracts
have a provision included stating that the Social TRade Organisation (STRO) will not be allowed to raise the yearly fee with
more than 3% above the EU inflation rate.
Customers with a S, M, L, XL or social license can get access to the documentation (wiki) and the compiled code of the
mobile application when they sign a NDA (Non Disclosure Agreement). The wiki contains the complete Cyclos
documentation with a detailed security overview, the technical specifications of the software and a guide for automatic
batch cards creation. The compiled mobile code allows changing the CSS, the application name and icon, and set a custom
fixed URL to connect to the Cyclos installation of choice. Large and XLarge licenses can get access to the source code of the
mobile application, but this has to be negotiated.
Please contact the sales department for more information (please also mention in which license you are interested and in
which countries you are planning to use it): http://www.cyclos.org/contact
*

There is also a free Cyclos community service, for more information please visit: https://communities.cyclos.org

**

Non-profit organisations and companies with a social mission (e.g. philanthropy projects, environmental innovations) can apply for a
social license. Our general policy is that we want to support these organisations in their mission. However if they have enough
resources to pay their fair share, we will ask them to contribute. They can apply for a social license only if they have the proper
documents to prove that they are a charitable organisation. Organisations or companies who do not have these documents should
first start using the free Cyclos 4 PRO version and can only apply for a social license, if they have a running Cyclos 4 PRO system with
more than 200 users .

*** For MFIs lower prices can be negotiated for the Medium, Large and X Large Licenses. The Medium, Large and X Large licenses have 5
hours of free support included to set-up Cyclos. Free support is not included in the other licenses.
**** Please be aware our licences have a country restriction. For small licences we allow 3 countries and for medium licences we allow 6
countries, for large licences we allow 12 countries by default, but this can be extended if this requested by the client.

Cyclos is a product of the Social Trade Organisation (STRO)
www.cyclos.org   -   www.socialtrade.org
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